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A reform of the Western Energy Imbalance Market should target the right problem.
Import leakage is a problem; resource shuffling is a solution. Proposed
modifications for the existing EIM design target the wrong problem and would
work at cross purposes to the very reasons for the EIM’s existence. There is a better
approach that would address the right problem and preserve the critical elements of
the existing EIM design.
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Introduction
The launch of the new web site for the Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) serves as a
milestone for a critical element of an open and non-discriminatory electricity market.1 Operated
by the California Independent System Operator (CAISO), the EIM is a response to the growing
challenges of changing electricity markets, especially in managing the short-term dynamics of
efficient operation of the grid in the presence of increasing penetration of intermittent renewable
energy generation.
The small volumes in the EIM do not imply that it is unimportant. Rather, the real-time imbalance
market sets prices and expectations for all other transactions. The design of the imbalance market
is the most important element in an open access and non-discriminatory system for an electricity
market. The EIM operates on an integrated grid where different regions have different carbon
policies. In particular, the California cap-and-trade system encompasses electricity trade with
regions that are otherwise not covered by the same carbon policies.
This essential market has been criticized for allowing “resource shuffling” and unwanted effects
on carbon emissions. The CAISO has been working on a series of possible modifications of the
EIM to mitigate the impacts of resource shuffling. The EIM’s own importance warrants close
attention to developments in the market design. In addition, other organized markets have
suggested adopting the proposed modifications for the EIM (PJM, 2017).
The latest proposals for revising the EIM are problematic. The proposed modifications would
reintroduce errors of the past that fundamentally undermine an open and non-discriminatory
market in electricity. Arguments that dismiss these problems as too small to be important should,
at a minimum, bear a burden of proof for ignoring the unhappy prior experience. A better approach
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would be to revisit the concern with resource shuffling and recognize that the main elements of
the existing EIM dispatch should be preserved.

Coordination for Competition
Although it is not easy, the CAISO is able to manage the interacting requirements of balancing
supply and demand, while dispatching within the static and dynamic limits of transmission grid
power flows, to minimize costs and maintain secure operations. The existing EIM applies the
basic framework by following the general principles of bid-based, security-constrained, economic
dispatch with locational prices (LMPs) to organize the sometimes rapidly changing output of
generation sources while producing the associated locational prices to support that solution
(California Independent System Operator, 2017a, sec. 1.2.26.2). This basic economic dispatch is
the only approach that implements open access and non-discrimination in electricity markets
(Hogan & Pope, 2017, pp. 6–12).
The new EIM web site describes the process of efficient operation and reports on the substantial
benefits that have been achieved through the existing market design. Part of the reason for the
success of the EIM is the application of an efficient pricing mechanism that supports the dispatch.
Under the simple economic dispatch framework, the prices are consistent with the dispatch, and a
price-taking competitive market participant has no incentive to change its offers or to deviate from
the efficient dispatch (Gribik, Hogan, & Pope, 2007).
As everyone should remember, especially those in California, this efficient market design and the
associated supporting prices have not always been embraced in the electricity market. As a
prominent example from 1998, the California market launched under a design rubric of a restricted
ISO and a separate Power Exchange (PX). This design was built on the fallacy that it is possible
to separate market transactions from transmission operations. The flawed approach had strong
backing among the market participants, who dismissed analyses at the time showing that the
market could not work in theory, and probably would not work in practice.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) recognized the flaws in the market design,
but reluctantly deferred to the consensus view of the California parties. This would turn out to be
perhaps its worst decision as FERC managed the development of open electricity markets.
Amongst other features, this flawed ISO/PX design explicitly precluded economic dispatch, and
required imbalance market pricing rules that could not support the associated ISO dispatch for
congestion management. This created perverse incentives for market participants to manipulate
offers and schedules to take advantage of the inefficient dispatch and pricing rules under the
separation fallacy. By the end of 1999, the FERC found that the design was “fundamentally
flawed” (Hogan, 2002), and directed the CAISO to fix the market in a process that came to be
called Comprehensive Market Redesign.
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In 2000 this flawed market was hit with the California electricity crisis where fundamental market
conditions interacted with the broken market design to overwhelm most market participants and
the regulators. After the crisis, the CAISO organized a long-term effort to arrive at a muchimproved electricity market design based on the principles of bid-based, security-constrained,
economic dispatch with locational prices and financial transmission rights. In essence, CAISO
eventually adopted the workable design that had been explicitly rejected in the process that led to
the formation of the initial California market.
The core elements of this fundamental reform were transferred to the EIM. A complication for
the EIM arises from the interaction with the carbon regulations in California as administered by
the California Air Resources Board (CARB). In essence, the EIM needed to straddle both market
regions that are subject to carbon constraints and those regions with different approaches to
treating carbon emissions. The regulations under the California cap-and-trade system require
carbon emission permits for electricity generation in California, which is relatively
straightforward, and for electricity imports, which is not straightforward. For both legal and
practical reasons, the solution adopted for the EIM was to identify generation outside California
that was deemed to provide exports to California with an accompanying settlement system that is
consistent with the treatment of California resources. The basic EIM model produces a variant of
an economic dispatch and efficient prices that support the economic dispatch. Market participants
have no incentive to deviate from the dispatch and associated export schedules (Hogan, 2013).

Resource Shuffling
This basic EIM design works. But it has been criticized because of concerns that it produces
dispatch results that embody “resource shuffling” that assigns low carbon generation to California
when the actual marginal source of generation might be a higher carbon emitter. The actual CARB
definition of resource shuffling is somewhat vague.
“Resource Shuffling” means any plan, scheme, or artifice undertaken by a First
Deliverer of Electricity to substitute electricity deliveries from sources with
relatively lower emissions for electricity deliveries from sources with relatively
higher emissions to reduce its emissions compliance obligation.” (California Air
Resources Board, 2017)
An underling difficulty is the implicit assumption that the concept of “deliveries [to load] from
sources” is a well-defined concept. In fact, power flows intermingle from all sources and the
“deliveries from sources” are just after-the-fact accounting conventions that should be better
labeled as “deemed deliveries.” The substitutions are all on paper. Discussions of CARB
concerns, that the EIM description of deliveries from sources to load does not capture the
“atmospheric effect of ISO load relying on resources external to the ISO balancing authority,”
reveal how the accounting fiction is confused with the physical reality (California Independent
System Operator, 2017b, p. 9).
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In addition, the ambiguity stems from the inherent characteristics of different carbon policies
operating under a single electricity market. The EIM must accommodate a market where the
effective costs and prices for the same electricity have a different meaning and interpretation for
different participants. There appears to be no perfect solution to this problem other than to extend
the same carbon policy across the entire electricity grid. However, adopting a common carbon
policy is not likely to happen soon.
Absent an operational definition of resource shuffling, the practice has been to identify transactions
that are protected by a “safe harbor” as being deemed not to be resource shuffling. The EIM
transactions have had this safe harbor protection (California Air Resources Board, 2017).
However, the EIM rules have been a subject of continuing debate about the impact of resource
shuffling and the CAISO has been discussing a series of modifications of the market design to
address the issue of what can be deemed by CARB to be an acceptable import into California.
The problem is fundamental, and the CAISO recognizes this is a challenge. “[T]he solution must
balance the objective of minimizing secondary dispatch with optimization solution performance
and price/dispatch consistency.” (California Independent System Operator, 2017b, p. 5) But the
CAISO and other market participants have not defined the basic principles and shown that there is
a consistent market design that is also consistent with these principles. In part, the nature of the
problem involves defining a counterfactual that would serve as the guide for approximating the
effect of the carbon regulations, while respecting the differences across the region.
The approach in the CAISO proposed revision of the EIM stage model is to start with a
counterfactual that is a dispatch with different carbon policies but without imports. And the rules
try to limit the deemed sources of imports that are allowed.
From California’s perspective, an alternative counterfactual could begin with the ideal case that
would be the result of a common carbon regime across the grid. The simplest case would be a
common price on carbon emissions. This cost would be incorporated in all generation offers, just
as it is already in California. Then the EIM would apply the standard principles of economic
dispatch. The power prices would differ across locations because of losses and transmission
congestion. But at each location the price of power would be the marginal cost of energy
(including a capacity scarcity component) at that location plus the marginal emissions cost at that
location. The dispatch would not specify the sources of individual deliveries to loads. The benefits
captured by generators would reflect the difference between their individual emission costs and
the marginal costs implied at their location. Hence, renewable generators, with essentially zero
variable energy costs and no emission charges, would capture the greatest benefit. Marginal fossil
units would just break even on their emissions and marginal costs of energy. The basic principles
of economic dispatch would be preserved, and the prices would support the solution.
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Two-Stage EIM Design
What is happening, by contrast, is that the CAISO and market participants have been proposing
rules that seem in the spirit of reducing or preventing resource shuffling, by separating markets
and discriminating across participants, but without any analysis of the implications for the
operation of the EIM or the larger electricity market.
In effect, the concerns with resource shuffling have given rise to efforts to discriminate in the
operation of the market dispatch outside California, and this discrimination is at odds with the very
principles of non-discrimination. Furthermore, the results diverge from the principles of economic
dispatch and the prices do not support the solution.
The latest example is the “EIM Greenhouse Gas Enhancement, Revised Draft Final Proposal,” for
the future operation of the EIM (California Independent System Operator, 2017b). The title for
the June 23, 2017, document reveals the essence of the iterative struggle. What is described therein
is a two-stage system for separating markets: first employing a counterfactual to determine which
generation will in fact be allowed to sell into California, and then to perform a bid-based economic
dispatch following rules like the existing EIM, but with the added constraints from the first-stage
results. In effect, the first stage seeks to set up the rules for discriminating, and the second stage
would implement the discriminatory dispatch.
There is no analysis of why this two-stage approach provides proper incentives or how it relates
to the fundamentals of market design. The proposed EIM design appears to be a compromise
among the stakeholders. Although sometimes compromise is appropriate, there are other
situations where compromise to accommodate different interests undermines the entire effort, as
with the ISO/PX failure.2
Unfortunately, the proposed two-stage EIM model does not work in theory. The proposed twostage design introduces its own separation fallacy. Because of the interactions with transmission
and ramping constraints, it is possible to construct hypothetical cases where what has been
described as resource shuffling still occurs. Hence, on its face the revised proposal does not meet
the objective. Furthermore, and more fundamentally, the revised proposal would undo the
underlying principles of the basic market design. In short, like with the original ISO/PX
contortions, market participants would have the incentive and the opportunity to distort their offers
and deviate from the intended dispatch.

Two-Stage EIM Model Incentives3
The CAISO proposal outlines a two-stage determination of a reformulated EIM solution for realtime dispatch and pricing. The first stage allows no CA imports, but solves for a counterfactual
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base level of dispatch that ignores carbon costs outside CA. The second stage determines CAISO
imports subject to the constraint that only supplies outside CA that have capacity above the base
level from the first stage can be deemed to provide imports. Dispatch may be below the base level
for generators, but dispatch down does not create any headroom on the capacity constraints to
allow reconfiguration to produce more imports in the second stage.
Hypothetical examples can show that the CAISO solution does not preclude what CARB would
probably define as resource shuffling. The illustration in Appendix I provides one such example.
It includes an interaction with transmission constraints, and produces a redispatch relative to the
first-stage base levels that utilizes higher carbon producing generators but attributes CA imports
to lower carbon producing generators whose dispatch does not change from the base schedule.
In addition, the proposed CAISO method faces a potentially significant problem in that the
resulting prices do not support the solution. The example in the appendix illustrates this problem,
but the difficulty is present even without the effect of transmission constraints.
To take a simpler illustration, assume there are no transmission constraints other than an aggregate
import limit. Suppose we have two types of resources outside CA: zero emitting renewables with
zero variable cost, and constant high-cost and carbon-emitting fossil plants. Thus, there is a twostep energy supply curve. Suppose the outside-CA load is greater than the outside-CA capacity of
renewables. Then all the renewables would be dispatched in the first stage, to support the outside
CA load, and the price would be the variable cost of the fossil fuels, say P (1) . In the second stage,
the same type of dispatch would be found with the energy price net of the cost of carbon still at
P (1) . The price as seen for CA is the energy price plus the cost of carbon P (2)  P (1)   . All the
CA imports would be deemed to be from fossil fuels, requiring permits equal to the volume of
imports.
In effect, this revised two-stage EIM model would impose reverse shuffling, excluding the outsideCA renewables from the CA market. However, the prices do not support the solution. If one
renewable owner submits an offer different than its variable cost, say P ( r ) , and we have
P (1)  P ( r )  P (1)   , then this renewable would not be included in the first-stage dispatch, the
renewable base level would be zero, and the renewable would then be dispatched in the second
stage and be deemed to provide imports for CA. In this case, the demand for carbon permits would
be reduced by the amount of the renewable dispatch, and renewables would be more profitable in
capturing the value of an equal number of permits. In this simple case, all the prices and physical
dispatch quantities would be the same, only payments for carbon permits differ. However, once
there is an incentive to change the offers from the true costs, imperfect information can cause
changes in the energy dispatch and prices as well. The market participants would see the revised
EIM as more like a pay-as-bid market, rather than based on a market-clearing price. This would
House Rule, participants are free to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the affiliation of the
speaker(s), nor that of any other participant, may be revealed.”
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be especially problematic in the presence of transmission constraints, which are a central feature
of the EIM.
A similar problem appears in the example in Appendix I. This disconnect of not supporting the
dispatch is not the result of market power. The disconnect arises because of the structure of the
proposed EIM two-stage design when the generation offers affect what happens in each stage. The
existing EIM dispatch, with prices based on the respective LMPs, with no first stage and the baselevels all set to zero, would produce an equilibrium solution without these arbitrage opportunities.
The price from the basic model would support the solution, and there would be no incentive for a
price-taker to change bids.4

Two-Stage Discrimination Problem
The problem is inherent in the two-stage approach, and the solution is not in perfecting the first
stage to find a better method for separating the markets and discriminating among potential
imports. Any non-trivial two-stage approach would, as intended, produce discriminatory
administrative constraints that apply in the second-stage. These would limit choices in the second
stage and inherently produce prices as calculated by the CAISO that would have incentives for the
constrained generator to get around the first-stage constraint and create head room for exports to
California. This could be done, as in the examples, by manipulating the offers to avoid being
selected in the first stage while remaining eligible to provide export to California in the second
stage. The basic single-stage EIM avoids this problem by not having a first stage to define
discriminatory rules.
The fundamental purpose of the EIM was to facilitate a solution to the difficult problem of
coordinating market imbalances under the increasingly difficult conditions created by the
expansion of reliance on intermittent renewables. The existing EIM design addresses this problem
in a manner that supports efficient operations, open access and non-discrimination. The proposed
EIM modifications work in the opposite direction. A two-stage approach would be harder to
implement in the brief period available for imbalance adjustments. With its expanded
computational difficulty, inefficient dispatch, and inconsistent prices, the proposed EIM revisions
could easily make it harder, not easier, to coordinate wider market operations. Hence, the proposed
resource-shuffling cure could be worse than the disease.

Unpacking the Design Challenge
The design challenge confronts two related but distinct problems. One addresses the change in the
volume of imports and the other concerns the composition of imports. The change in the physical
dispatch, and the interaction with imports, often goes under the terminology of “leakage,” where
high carbon imports are used to replace lower carbon local resources (Newell et al., 2017). By
4
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contrast the arguments about the alleged problems with resource shuffling focus on the
composition of imports. When he principal substitution is through a changed volume of imports,
the meaning of leakage is clearer. However, the CARB rules include treatment of external
generators deemed to provide imports, which is a different situation. The discussion surrounding
the EIM has used the general term leakage to at times refer to both import leakage and the deemed
composition of imports, which complicates the discussion. To unpack the design challenge,
consider separately the effects of changing the volume of imports (import leakage), and the effects
of changing the composition of imports while holding the level of imports constant (resource
shuffling).
Although import leakage and resource shuffling interact, they are not the same thing. For example,
if the external region had a high but common emission rate across all generation sources, there
could be import leakage without any resource shuffling. High emission imports could substitute
for lower emission local resources, but the deemed composition of those external resources could
be shuffled with no consequential effect. Import leakage would be a problem, not resource
shuffling.
Returning to the counterfactual based on a common carbon policy, this reconsideration of resource
shuffling highlights the benefits under the current EIM compensation scheme. The description of
the benefits also highlights the import leakage problem that is conflated with imports, but can be
addressed with a separate policy instrument.

Benefits of Resource Shuffling
Under the one-stage EIM, payments for imports include the implied marginal cost for carbon
emissions from imports, and these payments flow to the generators deemed as supplying CA
imports. These generators then take on an obligation to purchase carbon emission permits from
CA. The net effect for these generators is that they capture the cost difference between their
individual emissions and the marginal system cost of emissions. This is like the outcome under a
common carbon price across the EIM. If the total dispatch were to be the same as with a common
carbon policy, then the payment outcome would be the same for the exporting generators, unlike
the result of the two-stage EIM proposal.
This focus on the incentive effects of payments within the hybrid cap-and-trade system assumes
that the purpose is to approximate the effect of a common carbon policy and not to manipulate the
demand for carbon permits. In the short-term, the two-stage EIM proposal would have the effect
of discriminating to increase the total demand for carbon permits. This creates perverse incentives
for operations, and the short-term operating incentives of the two-stage EIM would translate into
long-term investment incentives that would compound the problems. In effect, the revised twostage proposal would discriminate against low carbon-emitting resources, exactly the opposite of
the long-term goal of providing incentives through the market for cleaner energy generation.
Fixing this incentive problem would produce a deemed dispatch with a different, and probably
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lower demand for permits, or a lower permit price. This would be a good outcome by eliminating
the problematic elements of the proposed two-stage design.
In the current one-stage EIM, if the only effect of resource shuffling were to rearrange the
designation of deemed imports, then resource shuffling would not affect short-run emissions and
would conform better to the long-run goal of providing better incentives for investment.

Costs of Import Leakage
The material benefit in providing payments closer to the outcome of a common carbon policy is
clouded by the problem of changing the dispatch. The concern is that the single-stage EIM with
resource shuffling does not achieve the same dispatch as would appear under a common carbon
policy.
This distinction between import leakage and resource shuffling is important. Import leakage is a
problem in affecting aggregate emissions, and resource shuffling is a solution in allocating the
payments among the deemed imports. Conflating the two issues leads to the two-stage proposals
that cause other serious harms and could unravel the so-far successful EIM operations.

Single Stage EIM Extension
If resource shuffling is a solution and import leakage is a problem, it would be better to focus on
the problem in considering reform of the single-stage EIM.
Since any non-trivial two-stage approach that would create perverse incentives, and precipitate a
collapse of the good features of the EIM, the natural policy would be to preserve a single-stage
model. The usual discussion of the import leakage problem focuses on a solution by imposing
import charges and export payments that approximate the aggregate import impact on the local
dispatch (Newell et al., 2017).
It is recognized that these charges, based on an estimate of the marginal emission costs, are only
an approximation of the effects of a common carbon policy. The aggregate charges do not fully
account for the possibly complicated effects of transmission flows and constraints (Rudkevich &
Ruiz, 2012). But the hope is that the approximate charges can capture the major effects of import
leakage.
The basic formulation of import charges set at the marginal cost of external emissions does not
speak to the resource shuffling effect, and it is usually described in the context of a carbon tax
where the payments issue and resource shuffling are ignored. Hence, one possible criticism of the
import charging approach based on the marginal cost of emissions is that it is silent on the
distribution of the money or the payments. The charging approach says nothing about the matter
of resource shuffling.
An adaptation of this import charging approach to the single-stage EIM would be to impose an
estimated ex ante fee on deemed imports of electricity, with the fee set equal to an estimate of the
9

difference between price under a hypothetical common carbon policy and the price that will
emerge under the single-stage EIM implementation. The associated payments mechanism of the
single-stage EIM would apply to the net value of the marginal CA imports at the price obtained
from the deemed import constraint minus the import leakage fee. The added fee, to deal with
import leakage, would be collected from load for all imports, but would not be paid to the deemed
imports. Hence, at the margin for the imports into CA, the prices would be consistent with the
dispatch and the marginal generator would be indifferent as to whether it was deemed to be part
of the CA imports. See Appendix II for further details.
This approach would be vulnerable to the same criticism as any such charging regime in that it
would require estimating an implicit price that is hard to obtain. The version here would be better
than without the EIM construct in that the estimated number would be smaller, being not the total
value of the marginal carbon imports but only the difference between the value under the
counterfactual common carbon policy and the implied value that would otherwise result from
import leakage. The policy instrument (the differential carbon charge) would be targeted to the
principal problem (import leakage).
The result would be a single-stage EIM as now, but with the addition of an added incremental
charge on deemed imports that would be scaled according to the analysis of the approximate scale
of import leakage. Efficient resource shuffling under the EIM would affect the payments for
deemed imports. The prices from the EIM economic dispatch would support the dispatch, and
implementation of the EIM would be no more difficult than in the existing design.
The market design would not confuse real dispatch effects with deemed transactions, would be
easier to explain, and would not break what isn’t broken.

Conclusion
As always, the real-time balancing market is the lynchpin for providing good incentives that drive
day-ahead and longer-term forward electricity markets. Even though the balancing volumes may
seem small, efficient pricing is critical. As with the prior experience with the ISO/PX model, and
similar problems in other organized markets, compromise on this point is not a good idea. The
existing EIM model is workable, and produces a dispatch and prices that are mutually consistent
and support the solution. The critique of the existing EIM conflates the effects of import leakage
with the effects of resource shuffling. However, they are not the same. Import leakage is a problem
and resource shuffling is a solution. A targeted solution to deal with import leakage can leave core
elements of the existing single-stage EIM unchanged. The alternative approach of the two-stage
EIM proposal would not address the right problem but would cause unintended collateral damage.
The proposed two-stage modifications would work at cross purposes to the very reasons for the
existence of the EIM. There is a better approach that would address the right problem and preserve
the critical elements of the existing EIM design.
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Appendix I: Example of Resource Shuffling in the CAISO Approach and
Incentives to Modify Offers
The figure sets up the basic assumptions for the hypothetical two-stage dispatch. For simplicity,
following the formulation in the CAISO proposal, “the example ignores day-ahead and base
schedules, ancillary services, transmission losses, startup and minimum load costs, and intertemporal constraints, focusing on a single time period.” (California Independent System Operator,
2017a)
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In the first stage, CAISO proposes to optimize the schedules while holding the imports into CAISO
from EIM Entities to be less than or equal to zero. In this example, the first stage solution is for
the above example is:
P01 = 800 MW, P11 = 105 MW, P21 = 100 MW, P31 = 255 MW.
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Since P1 and P2 are not dispatched to their maximum levels in the first stage, imports into CAISO
can be scheduled from these resources in the second stage. Up to 95 MW of import can be
scheduled on P1 and up to 100 MW can be scheduled on P2. No import can be scheduled on P3
since it is scheduled to its maximum capability in the first stage.
The second stage solution is:
P02 = 740 MW, P12 = 165 MW, P22 = 100 MW, P32 = 255 MW and P1Import = 0 MW, P2Import
= 60 MW, P3Import = 0 MW.
Note that 60 MW of import is ascribed to P2 even though its schedule does not change from the
first stage solution while 0 MW of import is ascribed to P1 even though its schedule is increased
by 60 MW. Assuming that the carbon bid costs are based on expected emissions rates, CAISO will
ascribe $300 of emissions to P2 while actually causing $600 of emissions from P1. The approach
allows what CARB seems to define as leakage.
Even if CARB decides that this “leakage” is acceptable, the approach gives an incentive to
participants to modify their bids to capture carbon costs in their payments. This can occur even
when the participants do not have market power.
In the above example, the shadow prices on the constraints are:
Power Balance $45/MWh, Flow1->0 -$10/MWh, Flow3->1 -$15, Carbon -$5/MWh.
The LMPs at the nodes are:
LMP0 = $45/MWh, LMP1 = $30/MWh, LMP2 = $25/MWh, LMP3 = $20/MWh.
When settling P3 it will be paid $5100 for energy and $0 for carbon considering that no imports
are scheduled from that generator. This yields a profit of $5100.
The market rules give P3 an incentive to modify its offer costs to try to capture some of the carbon
payments. It has the incentive to increase its energy offer to a level that would reduce its schedule
in the first stage while allowing it to be scheduled in the second stage with an assigned import.
Suppose that P3 were to increase its energy offer to $21/MWh. This exceeds its expected LMP but
is not so great that it would not be scheduled to provide an import.
In this revised example, the first stage solution is:
P01 = 800 MW, P11 = 55 MW, P21 = 200 MW, P31 = 205 MW.
Since P1 and P3 are not dispatched to their maximum levels in the first stage, imports into CAISO
can be scheduled from these resources in the second stage. Up to 145 MW of import can be
scheduled on P1 and up to 50 MW can be scheduled on P3. No import can be scheduled on P2 since
it is scheduled to its maximum capability in the first stage.
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The second stage solution is:
P02 = 740 MW, P12 = 165 MW, P22 = 100 MW, P32 = 255 MW and P1Import = 10 MW, P2Import
= 0 MW, P3Import = 50 MW.
The shadow prices on the constraints are:
Power Balance $45/MWh, Flow1->0 -$5/MWh, Flow3->1 -$15, Carbon -$10/MWh.
The LMPs at the nodes are:
LMP0 = $45/MWh, LMP1 = $30/MWh, LMP2 = $25/MWh, LMP3 = $20/MWh.
When settling P3 it will be paid $5100 for energy and $500 for carbon considering that 50 MW of
imports are scheduled from that generator. Considering the actual costs for this generator (not the
offer costs), it earns a profit of $5600. By modifying its bid to capture imports, it increases its
profit by $500.
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Appendix II: An Energy Imbalance Market model with Deemed Imports
and Associated Border Charges
The adaptation of the EIM design to include a charge on imports would be a simple extension of
the existing EIM design. The critical elements summarized here adapt from the discussion in
(Hogan, 2013).
The basic model includes two zones for CARB carbon restrictions, described here as I and II. Zone
I includes all the California generators covered by CARB. Zone II corresponds to those outside
of CARB jurisdiction but inside the EIM operated by the CAISO.
In Zone I there is an implicit assumption that generators must obtain emission credits to match
their carbon output. The generators in Zone I face a market price for these permits, and this cost
of permits is assumed to be included in their energy offers. There is no explicit representation of
emissions in Zone I and no assumptions regarding the location at which the power generated in
Zone I is consumed.
The treatment of generators in Zone II is different. Generators participating in the EIM and located
in this zone provide data on their respective emission rates to the CAISO. There is an assumed
market price of permits that is used by the CAISO in its proposed EIM economic dispatch. The
offers that generators make in the imbalance market do not include the emission cost as part of
their energy offer. The emission cost is accounted for separately by the CAISO. In addition to the
generation ( g ) and load ( d ) in Zone II, there is a set of variables for the deemed exports ( EII )
from generators in Zone II to load in Zone I (if any). The deemed exports are calculated by
generator, but are not differentiated by destination within Zone I. The individual export costs are
for the emission factor ( eII ) for each generator priced at the assumed market price of permits
( CE  EII   PE eIIt EII ).

The individual exports must be less than the generation for the

corresponding generator. The total exports from Zone II must be equal to the net transfers (  yII )
from Zone II to Zone I, or zero if there are no positive transfers.
This is the basic EIM design. The extension discussed here would include an additional import
fee (  ) applied to all the deemed imports into Zone I. Suppose the estimate of the optimal dispatch
with a common carbon price is g II* , and the estimate of the corresponding EIM dispatch is E II* .
With

only

a

single

marginal

generator,

the

import

fee

estimate

would

be

  CE  g II*   CE  EII*  . More generally, even with complicated locational differences, there

would always be a common value for  that would result in the EIM CA import total limited to
the imports that would occur with a common carbon policy. This would not reproduce the full
result of a common carbon policy across the grid, but perfection is probably not possible without
adopting a common policy.
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The following slight generalization of the EIM is equivalent with transmission constraints for
energy while retaining the two zones for the asymmetric treatment of emissions. The sign
conventions are selected so that the normal values of the dual variables would be non-negative.
The vector i is a column of ones so i t EII represents the sum of the exports.
BI  d I   BII  d II   CI  g I  CII  g II   CE  EII    i t EII

Max

d I , d II , g I , g II , EII  0; yI , yII

I
d II  g II  yII
 II
t
t
i yI  i yII  0

Load Balance
H I yI  H II yII  b Transmission Limits 
EII  g II

Export Limits
t
t
i yII  i EII
Export Requirement  .
d I  g I  yI

Net Loads

To analyze the price impacts set up the Lagrangian:
L  BI  d I   BII  d II   CI  g I   CII  g II   CE  EII    i t EII

Max
d I , d II , g I , g II , EII  0; yI , yII

  I  yI  d I  g I    II  yII  d II  g II     i t yI  i t yII 

  t  b  H I yI  H II yII    t  g II  EII     i t EII  i t yII  .

Focus on an interior solution to simplify the description of the prices, which must satisfy:

d I :  I  BI  d I  .
d II :  II  BII  d II  .
yI :  I   i  H It  .
y II :  II   i  H IIt    .

g I :  I  CI  g I  .
g II :  II  CII  g II    .
EII :       i  CE  EII  .
Or  II  CII  g II       i  CE  EII  . In other words,  II      i  CII  g II   CE  EII  .
The locational prices  I ,  II reflect the asymmetry in the CARB implementation as proposed for
the CAISO EIM. From the perspective of load and generation within Zone I, the LMP prices
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satisfy the usual relationship, and equal both the marginal benefit of load and the marginal cost of
generation at each location.
The situation is different in Zone II. Everything looks the same for load in Zone II, where the
LMP equals the marginal benefit of meeting load. But for the generators in Zone II, the energy
prices can differ from their marginal energy costs to incorporate the effect of the marginal cost of
emissions exports. Hence, the energy price paid to generators is the marginal cost of generation
 CII  g II   plus the marginal cost of emissions ( CE  EII  ) less the net system marginal value
of emissions as in (   ). In other words, the locational energy price plus the system marginal
opportunity value of carbon associated with exports equals the marginal generation cost plus the
marginal carbon costs for exports for each generator.
The protocol now recognizes that the energy prices will produce three types of constraint rents.
The first is the usual congestion rent, which should flow to transmission owners and holders of
Financial Transmission Rights (FTRs) as in the standard model. The second rent is an emission
net value rent which will equal     i t EII . The proposal is that this revenue should be returned
to the Zone II generators in proportion to their individual exports (     EII ). The third rent is
the balance from the penalty to mitigate import leakage, which will equal  i t EII . This import
leakage charge would not be rebated through the dispatch settlements. The net effect is that the
energy plus export reimbursement payments would guarantee that the net operating profits of the
Zone II generator would be (abusing the notation to mean at each location in II):

 II qII      EII  CII  g II   CE  EII  

 C  g       i  C  E   q      E
II

II

E

II

II

II

 CII  g II   CE  EII   0.

The inequality guaranteeing non-negative operating profits assumes the cost functions are convex.
And at the margin the Zone II generator is indifferent between both incremental generation and
incremental export. Hence the prices support the solution.
This leaves the system with the net fee on imports that would not revert to the generators,  i t EII .
As with a carbon tax, treatment of this component must be kept separate from the dispatch to
support the efficient dispatch by maintaining consistency of prices and the incentive to follow the
dispatch.
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